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OVERVIEW 
On June 19, 2017, the City Council is scheduled to consider the “San Diego River Park and 
Soccer City Initiative” (Initiative), a citizens’ initiative related to the lease, development, and 
potential sale of City-owned land including the Qualcomm Stadium and Chargers Park 
properties. The Initiative was submitted to the City Clerk on April 24, 2017, and the City Clerk 
completed verification that the Initiative was submitted with the required number of signatures 
on May 22, 2017. Per City and State law, the City Council is required to take one of two possible 
actions: either granting outright approval of the Initiative, or placing the Initiative on the ballot 
of a future citywide election. Modifications or amendments to the Initiative cannot be made. 
 
A substantial amount of additional information relating to the Initiative exists and has been 
prepared both by outside sources and by City staff. This information includes a region-wide 
economic impact study prepared by AECOM and the San Diego Regional Economic 
Development Corporation (EDC) on behalf of the Initiative’s proponents, a letter from Initiative 
proponents detailing additional commitments the proponents agree to make should the Initiative 
be approved, and appraisals of the Qualcomm Stadium and Chargers Park properties that were 
completed earlier this year on behalf of the City. The City Attorney’s Office also released a 
report and overview of the Initiative on May 23, 2017, which is included as an attachment to 
this report. 
 
Our report provides a summary and overview of the Initiative and additional relevant 
information to help inform Council’s deliberations on June 19. As Council’s potential actions 
are constrained by City and State law, our report does not include any recommendations or 
advocate for any course of action. Should Council choose to place the Initiative on the ballot of 
a future election, our Office will work with the City Auditor and the Mayoral designee to 
prepare an official fiscal impact statement for the ballot measure as is required by the Municipal 
Code. 
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FISCAL/POLICY DISCUSSION  

Initiative Overview 
 
The Initiative proposes to make planning and zoning changes for the Qualcomm Stadium and 
Chargers Park sites. These changes would allow for significant new development on the 
properties, including: 
 

At the Qualcomm Stadium site 
 

• A 34 acre river park 
• 12 acres of active use playing fields 
• 9 acres of neighborhood parks 
• A soccer or soccer/collegiate 

football joint-use stadium of up to 
32,000 seats, potentially expandable 
to 40,000 seats with additional 
CEQA and permitting review 

• 2.4 million square feet of office 
space 

• 740,000 square feet of retail space 
• 4,800 multi-family residential units 
• 450 hotel rooms 

At the Chargers Park site 
 

• Practice facilities 
• Team operations facilities 
• Media facilities 
• Lodging for visiting teams

In order to facilitate development of the properties, the Initiative requires the Mayor’s Office 
to negotiate and execute a 99-year lease with a qualified lessee1 that includes various 
requirements that are specified in the Initiative. Those requirements are summarized in 
Attachment 1 to the City Attorney’s May 23 report. Requirements of particular note include: 
 

• The lessee will be required to pay fair market value for their leasehold interest, as 
determined through an appraisal process and by the Mayor’s Office. In no event does 
the Initiative allow the amount paid by the lessee to be less than $10,000.2 

• The lessee must allow for continued use of Qualcomm Stadium until any current 
agreements the City has with entities using the stadium are complete. At the conclusion 
of those agreements, the lessee would be responsible for the demolition of Qualcomm 
Stadium. 

• The lessee would be responsible for construction of a stadium to be used for soccer or 
soccer and collegiate football, as noted above. 

                                                 
1 Per the Initiative, a qualified lessee must be applying for or already have been awarded a professional soccer 
franchise located or to be located in San Diego. 
2 While neither appraisals nor a methodology for determining rent payments are included in the Initiative, since 
submission of the Initiative the City has completed appraisals of the sites and the Initiative’s proponents have 
agreed to make annual payments equal to 10% of the appraised value of the sites. This will be discussed later in 
this report.  
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• If permitting for a river park is completed within 18 months of the Initiative becoming 
effective, the lessee would be responsible for constructing a river park and making up 
to $40 million in associated expenditures; if permitting is not completed within 18 
months, the lessee would be responsible for making a transfer of up to $20 million to 
the City, and the City would be responsible for construction of a river park.3 The lessee 
would be responsible for maintaining the river park and ensuring that the park is open 
for public use during daylight hours. 

• The lessee will be responsible for the construction and ongoing operation and 
maintenance of 12 acres of active use fields and neighborhoods parks. 

• The lessee will be required to provide either 80 units or 10% of total residential units 
built as affordable housing, whichever amount is greater. 

• The lessee will have the option to permanently purchase up to 79.9 acres of property at 
the Qualcomm Stadium site upon payment of a fee of $1,000 and the fair market value 
of the acreage being purchased less the fair market value of the remaining leasehold 
interest for that acreage at the time that option is exercised. 
 

The Initiative also requires the lessee to set aside a 16-acre portion of the Qualcomm site for 
five years as a site for potential development of a professional football stadium should a 
professional football team move into San Diego and enter into an agreement to develop a 
stadium at that site. 
 
Additional Proponent Commitments 
 
On May 18, 2017, the City received a letter from Initiative proponents (included as Attachment 
1 to this report) that includes a set of additional commitments proponents pledge to make should 
the Initiative be approved and their group enter into a corresponding lease with the City. 
Commitments expressed in this letter include: 
 

• An independent third-party appraiser will conduct appraisals for the properties, and the 
lease will include annual payments of 10% of the fair market value of the land for the 
duration of the lease. 

• The lease will require the lessee to secure a Major League Soccer team, and if a team is 
not secured the properties will revert back to the City. 

• The lessee will conduct at least eight community meetings to solicit input for the river 
park. 

• The lessee will build the river park under all circumstances, and will maintain the park 
throughout the entire term of the lease. 

• The lessee will provide at least 60 acres of total parks. 
• If San Diego State University (SDSU) enters into an agreement with the lessee to fund 

half of stadium costs, the stadium will be designed to accommodate at least 33,500 
people, with potential expansion to 40,000 seats, and the stadium will be made available 
for SDSU use. 

                                                 
3 As will be discussed later, the Initiative’s proponents have sent the City a letter in which they agree to construct 
a river park in all circumstances.  
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• If SDSU enters into the above agreement, the lessee will provide 17 acres of the site, 
including the stadium, to SDSU, as well as either (1) 10 contiguous acres as a pro-rata 
partner, or (2) a commitment to build up to 2,000 units of student housing and 200,000 
square feet of scientific research facilities, or (3) the option to purchase 30 acres of 
developed land at fair market value in 30 years. 
 

The letter additionally states an expectation that full lease terms would be released in advance 
of a potential November 7, 2017 special election. Full lease terms have not yet been negotiated 
or released, however, and we note the City Council has since elected to not call a November 7, 
2017 special election. 
 
Appraisals 
 
On June 6, 2017, the City’s Chief Operating Officer transmitted completed appraisals of the 
Qualcomm Stadium site and the Chargers Park site to the Council. Those appraisals were 
completed by the Hendrickson Appraisal Company and D.F. Davis Real Estate, and summaries 
of these appraisals are included with this report as Attachment 2. The appraised value of the 
Qualcomm Stadium site was determined to be $82.8 million, and the appraised value of the 
Chargers Park site was determined to be $27.3 million. The total appraised value of the 
combined sites is $110.1 million. 
 
Per the proponents’ commitment to make annual lease payments of 10% of the value of the 
properties as noted in the previous section of our report, this suggests that a future lease will 
require the lessee to make $11.0 million in annual rent payments to the City. During public 
comment at a Council hearing on June 12, 2017, Initiative proponents indicated that they have 
accepted these appraised values for the purposes of determining annual rent payments. 
 
Economic Impact Study 
 
On behalf of Initiative proponents, AECOM and EDC prepared a regional economic impact 
study for the Initiative that projects potential fiscal impacts of envisioned development. The 
study assumes a seven year construction timeline to estimate regional economic impacts of 
construction, and full buildout of the site to estimate eventual potential annual fiscal impacts to 
government entities.4  
   
The AECOM/EDC study relies on assumptions that a 30,000 seat soccer stadium will be 
constructed, and occupancy rates of 95% for 4,800 total housing units5, 90% for 3.1 million 
square feet of retail and office space6, and 70% of 450 hotel rooms7 will be maintained. Should 
this Initiative be placed on a ballot, our Office will work with the City Auditor and Mayoral 

                                                 
4 The AECOM/EDC report includes estimates of regional economic impacts, as well as the direct fiscal impacts 
to the County, City, and San Diego Unified School District associated with taxes and fees generated upon full 
buildout of development. Our report specifically looks at the estimated direct fiscal impact to the City. 
5 Total estimated property value of the 4,800 housing units is estimated by AECOM/EDC as $1.9 billion. 
6 Total estimated property value of this office and retail space is estimated by AECOM/EDC as $1.4 billion. 
7 Total estimated property value of hotels is estimated by AECOM/EDC as $91 million. 
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designee to further analyze, verify, or amend these assumptions as appropriate as part of the 
development of the ballot measure’s official fiscal impact statement. 
 
Given the study’s assumptions, the report estimates that at full build-out the development would 
result in an additional $9.7 million in annual costs and $13.7 million in annual tax and fee 
revenue to the City, for an eventual net positive annual fiscal impact of $4.0 million. It is 
important to note that full buildout of the site would not be complete for several years. 
 
These amounts are limited to the costs and tax-revenues associated with a fully built-out and 
occupied development, and do not include any costs, revenues, or savings associated with rent 
payments from a lessee or with the cessation of operations at Qualcomm Stadium.8 
 
Additional Considerations 
 

• Our Office notes that the Public Utilities Department (PUD) currently owns a portion 
of the Qualcomm Stadium site, which is used for environmental mitigation. PUD would 
need to receive compensation for its portion of the land if the land is leased or sold, and 
this compensation will need to be determined if the Initiative is approved. 
 

• As the Initiative calls for the demolition of Qualcomm Stadium, if the Initiative is 
approved the City would no longer have operating expenses associated with the 
stadium.9 Operating expenditures for Qualcomm Stadium in the City’s FY 2018 Budget 
total $10.6 million. We note that the City is not scheduling any events at Qualcomm 
Stadium beyond December 31, 2018, and absent any additional events being scheduled 
operating expenses should be reduced significantly beginning in FY 2019 even if the 
Initiative is not approved. 
 

• Our Office also notes that Initiative proponents have stated the viability of the Initiative 
is tied to it being approved in 2017, which they state is necessary to complete 
construction of a stadium by 2020. Proponents state that Major League Soccer (MLS) 
plans to award two new MLS franchises, and that franchises will only be awarded in 
regions that will have a soccer venue constructed by the 2020 season. If proponents 
cannot secure an MLS franchise, they have stated that development as prescribed by the 
Initiative will not occur. 

 
Conclusion 

This report provides a consolidated summary of the Initiative and other relevant documents and 
information to assist the Council in its decision-making process. This report is not exhaustive; 

                                                 
8 As will be discussed, it is appropriate to exclude any savings associated the cessation of operations at 
Qualcomm Stadium from calculations, as operations at Qualcomm Stadium are not currently expected to 
continue past FY 2019 regardless of whether or not this Initiative approved. 
9 Continued debt service payments associated with the 1997 stadium renovation would still be required. Debt 
service payments are currently scheduled to continue through FY 2027 and total $4.7 million per year. 
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Council may wish to consider additional information regarding this Initiative, including the 
City Attorney report dated May 23, 2017 which is included as Attachment 3 to this report. 
 
Initial reports prepared on behalf of the Initiative’s proponents suggest that the Initiative would 
eventually result in a net increase of annual tax and fee revenue to the City of $4 million, once 
City expenses associated with increased development are considered. Further, the additional 
commitments made by Initiative proponents in their May 18, 2017 letter and the completed 
appraisals of the Qualcomm Stadium and Charger Park sites showing a total value of $110.1 
million suggest that approval of the Initiative would result in the City receiving an additional 
$11.0 million in annual rent payments for the 99-year term of the Initiative’s lease, although a 
full lease has not yet been negotiated or finalized.  
 
The City Council can take one of two actions: either grant outright approval of this Initiative, 
or place this Initiative on the ballot of a future citywide election. State and City law do not allow 
Council to make modifications or amendments to the Initiative. 
 
If Council places this Initiative on the ballot of a future election, our Office will work with the 
City Auditor and Mayoral designee to prepare an official fiscal impact statement for the ballot 
in accordance with the Municipal code. 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Attachments: 
1 – May 18, 2017 letter from Initiative Proponents 
2 – Summaries of Site Appraisals 
3 – May 23, 2017 City Attorney Report 



May 18, 2017 

Honorable Kevin L. Faulconer 

Mayor 

City of San Diego 

202 C Street, 11th Floor 

San Diego, CA 92101 

Dear Mayor Faulconer, 

After several weeks of discussions between your team and ours, we are excited to put forward a set of 

key items that reflect the spirit with which we have worked to craft a consensus that benefits the citizens 

and taxpayers of San Diego, the region’s sports fans, SDSU, and the residents of Mission Valley.  We 

appreciate the detailed review of our proposal and supporting materials by your office.  

We hope that the concessions we have made clearly demonstrate our commitment as long-term San 

Diegans who care deeply about our City.  This project is not just about bringing a Major League Soccer 

team to San Diego for everyone to enjoy and embrace.  It is also about remaking the Qualcomm site from 

a money losing fixer-upper into a world-class civic asset, and being good stewards of it over the long term.  

The outpouring of support from over 100,000 registered voters in only 2 weeks of signature gathering was 

a message that San Diegans are ready for a project that draws on the decades of proposals, debate and 

visions for the Qualcomm site, and which will actually be built.  We also heard the clear voice of voters in 

November 2016 on Measures C and D.  San Diegans don’t want to spend taxpayer dollars on sports teams, 

and they want a realistic plan that delivers a river park and a material property tax base on the Qualcomm 

site.  Our plan, by design, is wholly consistent with these wishes. 

Our approach since announcing our plans for Soccer City has been guided by the desire to be transparent 

about our objectives.  We believe our proposal will accomplish the following: 

 Fills a void by bringing a Major League Soccer team to San Diego, a perfect fit for the region.

 Fully funds the construction and maintenance of a community river park, with park construction

starting by 2020.

 Delivers a stadium solution in time for the 2020 college football season, when SDSU needs a new

home.

 Converts the current $12 million per year drain on taxpayers into an asset that generates $2.8

billion per year in economic activity, 26,000 permanent jobs and $1.4 billion of tax value for the

city, the county and the schools.

Without the voters’ approval of this plan, our view is that nothing will happen at the Qualcomm site for a 

decade because of the tangled intersection of competing interests surrounding this site.  The unifying 

power of a professional sports team and a community river park is the best answer to avoid the years of 

litigation and paralysis we believe will occur before any other path forward is resolved.   

ATTACHMENT 1



In the interest of transparency for the public, please find below a set of additional commitments (which 

voluntarily go above and beyond the terms of the Initiative) that our Investor Group agrees to accept in 

the binding lease should we be the Qualified Lessee following the passing of the Initiative at the 

November 7, 2017 special election.  This letter reflects the core terms to be incorporated in the final 

lease, which will contain additional detail and conditions and supersede this letter.  Our expectation is for 

the lease terms to be released in advance of the election date, so that San Diegans have complete 

transparency when casting their vote. 

Taxpayer Commitments: 

 The terms of the lease will draw from the Brown Field precedent identified by the City’s Real

Estate Assets department as the preferred lease structure for a development of this nature and,

importantly, one which was previously approved by the City Council.  The lease will allow for

periodic review.

 An independent third party appraiser will conduct the appraisal per the Brown Field process, with

the goal of making the appraisal publicly available prior to the election date, and will also reflect

the Brown Field development agreement precedent.

 The lease will include additional annual payments of 10% of fair market value of the land, creating

payments for the City for the duration of the lease.

 As part of the lease, appropriate indemnification protection will be negotiated to help protect the

City.

 Our lease will require that we secure a Major League Soccer team for San Diego.  If we are not

awarded an MLS franchise, the lease will terminate, we will not proceed with any development of

the site, and the site will remain with the City of San Diego.

 We will seek additional input from the people of San Diego in the form of at least 8 community

meetings (no less than 6 prior to the election and 2 following), soliciting views on design features,

architectural style and ethic, place making, transit oriented development features and park

amenities for the community’s new river park.

Community and Environmental Commitments: 

 In keeping with our mutual desire to provide a world-class community river park, we will agree to

build the park in all circumstances and maintain it through the term of our lease.  This cost will be

wholly in addition to the amounts we will spend to construct and maintain the remaining 25 acres

of population based parks proposed for the site.

 Including some park acreage south of the river, we will provide 60 acres of parks (community +

population based) across the leased acreage (much more than the 25 acres required by code) that

will be designed consistent with the current adopted goals and objectives of the San Diego River

Park Foundation and using the input of members of the Mission Valley community.

San Diego State University Commitments: 

We have been longtime supporters of SDSU and hope to be partners together in the new stadium.  

Because we are required by MLS to build a stadium in time for the start of the soccer season in 2020, we 

will need to make immediate decisions on its size, which will depend upon whether SDSU commits to fund 

half of the costs.  Therefore, we will commit to the following provisions if SDSU enters into a binding 

stadium joint venture by December 1, 2017 (a “Stadium Commitment”): 



 Joint Use Stadium.

o The Joint Use Stadium will accommodate at least 33,500 people, which is more than the

attendance at SDSU’s peak game and 30% above the average turnstile in 2016.

o To plan for growth opportunities for both teams, the Joint Use Stadium will be designed

to accommodate expansion to 40,000 seats in a manner that balances cost and revenue

for those new seats.

o The Joint Use Stadium will be made available to both SDSU and our group during the

useful life of the building.

 Room to Expand. To help accommodate the University’s possible future expansion needs, SDSU

will have an opportunity to secure up to 47 acres of land for University uses at the Qualcomm site

via the options below, which represents 70% of the developable acres.  The 47 acre land

opportunity is comprised of:

o 17 contiguous gifted acres (12 underlying the stadium plus 5 adjacent); PLUS

o One of the following additional acreage options:

▪ Controlled Destiny – 10 contiguous acres as a pro rata partner in the land,

development and parking preparation expenses

▪ Build to Suit for Near Term Needs – we will offer to build to suit any amount of

the indicated needs for 2,000 units of student housing and 200,000 sq. ft of

scientific research facilities for delivery by no later than 2024

▪ Long Term Needs Satisfaction – 30 acres of developed land can be acquired at

fair market value 30 years out, consistent with SDSU’s articulated starting point

for its long-term needs

 We realize that with a leadership transition and a wide range of opinions from within the

University, SDSU may need more time to make any final decisions.  If SDSU does not make the

Stadium Commitment by December 1, 2017, we intend to design and construct a stadium that

accommodates at least 23,500 people, but we reiterate our intent to make the stadium

commercially available to the University for its home football games.

We hope the commitments above reflect the “San Diego First” sentiment that has underpinned our 

discussions, a strong commitment to the taxpayers and the community, and a desire to help SDSU secure 

the future of their football program, academic facilities, and student housing.  We will work tirelessly to 

deliver on this vision, and we look forward to the special election on November 7, 2017.   We cannot wait 

to revitalize the Qualcomm site into a treasured civic asset and the home of a new MLS soccer franchise, 

all without spending any taxpayer dollars. 



Sincerely, 

______________________ ______________________ ______________________ 

MLS SD Pursuit LLC MLS SD Pursuit LLC MLS SD Pursuit LLC 

Mike Stone Steve Altman Peter Seidler 

______________________ ______________________ ______________________ 

MLS SD Pursuit LLC MLS SD Pursuit LLC MLS SD Pursuit LLC 

Masood Tayebi Massih Tayebi Juan Carlos Rodriguez 

______________________ ______________________ ______________________ 

MLS SD Pursuit LLC MLS SD Pursuit LLC MLS SD Pursuit LLC 

Landon Donovan Shannon Mac Millan Jon Dunbar 

______________________ 

MLS SD Pursuit LLC 

Nick Stone 



May 26, 2017 LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL
Ms. Jean Catling, MAI
Real Estate Assets Division
City of San Diego

San Diego, CA 92101
Reference: Appraisal of a two story office building situated on a 50.12 gross acre site. Located at 4020 Murphy Canyon

Road, San Diego, CA 92123. The property was formerly occupied by the former San Diego Chargers, a 
National Football League team as its headquarters and practice facility.
Our File No. 2017110

Ms. Catling,
At your request, we have appraised the above referenced property. The subject site comprises approximately 50.12 gross 
acres s 421-391-01 & 02/ 420-392-01 thru 04. The site is 
improved with an approximately 69,078-square foot single user office building and site improvements designed to meet the 
needs of a National Football League (NFL) team. The site improvements include two grass football fields, an Astroturf 
football field, a half-Olympic sized swimming pool and paved parking. Based on the 19.01 acre developable area, the floor 
area ratio (FAR) is approximately 8.3%.

The developable area of the subject property is 19± acres in size, divided into six legal lots, only two of which contain the
existing office building. The remaining four lots are essentially vacant land, although as combined they meet the requirements 
of the current tenant, an NFL team, for use as a practice facility. Our highest and best use conclusion is to continue the use 
of the existing building and two legal lots as a single property, leaving the other four lots available for development on an 
individual basis. Therefore, the valuation analysis included valuation of the office building using the Sales Comparison 
Approach and the Income Approach; and valuation of the other four lots using the Sales Comparison Approach. The combined 

-simple market value.

The client and intended user of this appraisal is the City of San Diego. The purpose of the appraisal is to develop an opinion
of the market value of the fee-simple interest in the subject property. The effective date of value is March 2, 2017 as specified 
by the client. The intended use of this appraisal report is for internal asset management purposes.

The following appraisal report, of which this letter is a part, describes the facts and reasoning upon which our opinion is 
based. The analysis and final report have been prepared in compliance with Standards Rule 2-2(a) of the Uniform Standards 
of Professional Appraisal Practice as adopted by The Appraisal Foundation; and of the Code of Ethics and Standards of 
Professional Practice of the Appraisal Institute.

Based upon our investigations and analysis and by virtue of our experience as real estate appraisers and analysts, it is our 
opinion that the fee-simple interest in the subject property, as of March 2, 2017, subject to the Assumptions and Limiting 
Conditions as stated in the body of this report, was:

.................................. TWENTY SEVEN MILLION THREE HUNDRED THOUSAND DOLLARS ..............................
$27,300,000

Thank you for this opportunity to be of service. Should you have any questions regarding this appraisal, please contact us at
(619) 282-0800.

Respectfully submitted,

Ted G. Hendrickson, MAI Edward A. Beaver
California Certified General Appraiser California Certified General Appraiser 
AG004974 AG009555

ATTACHMENT 2



860 Jamacha Road, Suite 206, El Cajon, CA 92019 • Tel. (858) 485-5000 • Fax (858) 485-5002

17-13 David F. Davis MAI

D.F. DAVIS 
REALESTATE
INC. 

May 26, 2017 

Ms. Jean V.G. Catling, MAI 
Principal Appraiser/Program Manager/Valuation 
City of San Diego – Real Estate Assets Department 
1200 Third Avenue, Suite 1700, MS 51A 
San Diego, CA  92101-4199 

Re: Qualcomm Stadium Property 
 AP 631113

Dear Ms. Catling: 

At your request and authorization, the above-referenced property and its environs were inspected for 
the purpose of formulating an opinion of the market value of the subject property as of March 2, 
2017 (the date of valuation was specified by the client).

At the client’s request, the subject property was valued as if the existing stadium is no longer 
operational and no stadium expenses were deducted from the appraised value.  The client also 
requested that the subject property be appraised in fee simple interest, at the highest and best use and 
disregarding any leases.  These requirements represent hypothetical conditions and extraordinary 
assumptions. 

From a practical standpoint, the valuation was divided into two components: 1) the main portion 
which includes two, non-contiguous portions on the north side of Friars Road and on the north side 
of Camino del Rio North (191.37 acres); and 2) a riparian wetlands mitigation bank (41.40 acres). 
The property was divided into two components because one can be planned for future development 
to highest and best use and the other is a mitigation bank approved to mitigate requirements for City 
of San Diego projects.

The following report, of which this letter is a part, describes the facts and reasoning upon which the 
opinions are supported.  The valuation is based on market data and economic trends present before 
the date of value and projected as of the date of value, and is subject to the attached Assumptions 
and Limiting Conditions.   

At the request of the client, the definition of market value used for this appraisal is:   

“The most probable price that the portion being disposed of should bring in a competitive and open 
market under all conditions requisite to a fair sale, the willing buyer and willing seller each acting 
prudently and knowledgeably, and assuming that the price is not affected by coercion or undue 
stimulus.” 



QUALCOMM STADIUM PROPERTY

17-13 David F. Davis MAIiii

D.F. DAVIS 
REALESTATE
INC. 

Based upon investigation and analysis, the estimated market value of the fee simple interest of the 
subject property, as of February 22, 2017, subject to the attached assumptions and limiting 
conditions, was: 

Main Portion  $73,800,000 

Mitigation Portion  $  9,010,000 

Total $82,810,000 * 

*Expressed as the sum of the individual valuations 

Very truly yours, 

David F. Davis, MAI 
President 
#AG002752
DFD/sts



ATTACHMENT 3
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